


We GEO CLEAN VENTURES,
Kochi introduce ourselves as a established firm with a keen
market study in the field of Standard Deep Cleaning &  Commercial
cleaning services. Cleaning is the process of removing unwanted
substances, such as dirt, infectious agents, and other impurities,
from an object or environment. Cleaning occurs in many different
contexts and uses many different methods. Several occupations
are devoted to cleaning.  Our core area of operations is cleaning
with the latest and advanced equipments, Eco-Friendly Chemicals,
Professional Cleaning contracts etc.

Reasons To Choose Us
Behind our commitment to excellence are few key attributes that define who
we are and what makes us different from any other.

Top-Rated Company: We hold a successful track record of satisfying
our customers and getting back their bond money.

Superior Quality: We use the most excellent quality tools and equipment
to get all the dust and dirt out of your premises.

Eco-Friendly Products: We use biodegradable products which do not
harm the environment, pets or humans in any way.



Residential / Apartment Cleaning
Our Residential Apartment Cleaning
Service is the easiest way to get a super
clean home altogether. Using 5 star cleaning
agents our team of 3 to 4 well trained and
experienced cleaners deep clean every
corner of your house. The cleaners are our
own employees so you can be assured of
top notch quality service and dedicated
after service support.

We also use bio-degradable chemicals and specialized machines thereby ensuring
customer satisfaction.

What all is included in Residential Apartment Cleaning:

Complete Deep Cleaning of all areas of the house including Bathroom, Kitchen,
Living Room, Dining Room, Bedroom and Balcony. Deep Cleaning and cleaning
of curtains, sofa set and chairs using Professional grade cleaning solutions, clean-
ing equipment and vacuum cleaners by professionals cleaning staff.

Commercial Deep Cleaning
Let’s face it; cleaning is the last thing on
your mind at work. From small business to
multi-floor office space, we can scale our
cleaning services to any size of task and get
the job done right.

To give your office and working space a
fresh, clean look. You can either go for full deep cleaning or you could also go for
office carpet cleaning, blinds cleaning, upholstery cleaning etc.

We ensure that we successfully complete every type of cleaning job project within
the deadline so that the companies do not face any problem.

Dry Dusting, Vacuuming, Chair and upholstery cleaning, Scrubbing of floor and
carpets. We use professional machines and cleaning agents to deliver the best
quality of work.



Move In / Move Out
We understand moving in or moving out
is a stressful job. Keeping that in mind
we provide cleaning services for this
period so that you one less thing to
worry about.

We’ll take care of it as if it were our own
home, so you can move in, move out, and move forward.

We’ll clean the space to make it look new and fresh.

One Time Cleaning
Maybe you’re hosting guests. Maybe you’re
hosting a party in your home. Maybe you’re
handing over a flat. When your house needs
a deep clean or needs cleaning on a less-
frequent basis than our recurring, regular
service, Geo Clean Ventures has a custom
cleaning service designed to help you clean
when you need it most. Rest assured,
whether we clean one-time or on the regular, your house will sparkle clean when
we leave.

What’s Included: Dusting and intensive cleaning of all the areas of the house or
office.

We ensure that we successfully complete every type of cleaning job project within
the deadline so that the companies do not face any problem.

Light Construction &
Renovation Cleaning
Light construction & Renovation dust and
dirt can be harmful to the health of building
occupants and is quite often difficult to
remove. Clean up after construction or



renovation requires expertise and specialized equipment and cleaning products to
effectively remove the airborne dust particles and residue that settles everywhere
after building construction or renovation. Professional light construction and
renovation cleaners know how to carefully and effectively remove layers of
construction dust and grime from ceilings, light fixtures, walls, furnishings,
windows and window coverings, hardware, appliances, office equipment, kitchen
and washroom surfaces, carpet, hard surface flooring, and more.

l Cleaning and removing dust from air vents and diffusers l Cleaning lighting
fixtures l Cleaning kitchen and restroom fixtures l Wall cleaning l Interior and
exterior window cleaning l Commercial carpet cleaning l  Hard-surface floor
cleaning and finishing

Kitchen Deep Cleaning
It is important to maintain
hygiene in your kitchen to keep
rodents and insects away, if you
want to serve healthy food to
your family and friends. Our
cleaning professionals offer
deep kitchen cleaning services to homeowners for sanitized hearth. With the
help of our cleaning experts, you not only receive a spotless kitchen. You also
receive a cooking space that is free of germs, pests or rodents responsible for
many illnesses. Our trained cleaning personnel use eco-friendly products and
tools for kitchen deep cleaning.

l Kitchen tables and countertops will be thoroughly scrubbed and sanitized.
l Dishes / utensils placed in the dishwasher will be cleaned. l  Kitchen Appliances
will be cleaned and wiped with micro fiber cloths (Oven, microwave, refrigerator,
dishwasher, stovetop etc.). l  Tables, countertops and backsplash will be cleaned.
l  Sinks will be scrubbed, rinsed, buffed and cleaned. l  Small appliances will be
thoroughly wiped (toaster, blender etc.). l  Floors will be scrubbed by machine if
needed, vacuumed, and mopped.



Bathroom Cleaning
We comprehensively clean your bath-
rooms using powerful cleaning agents
that will leave your bathroom looking
bright and clean.

l Buffing and sanitizing the toilet sink
and shower heads. l Deep cleaning of
windows and entire bathroom. l Manual scrubbing of bathroom tiles and stain
removals. l Mirror and Glass cleaning in the bathroom. l Dry dusting of ceilings

Sofa Cleaning & Shampoo Wash?
We shampoo and clean every type
of Sofa. Be it leather or fabric. Our
environmentally friendly, Sofa Cleaning
Services ensure complete customer
satisfaction in the comfort of your own
homes.

It all begins with an on-site analysis of your Sofa to determine the appropriate
technique-especially for any problem areas. Then we use our specially
formulated sofa cleaning agents to powerfully but safely clean your  furniture.
Our experts ensure that everything is done right-without  damaging the fabric.

The results speak for themselves: cleaner, longer wear and improved air quality.
You’ll get rid of the dirt, dust and other pollutants that collect in your upholstered
and leather Sofa’s.

Mattress Cleaning & Steaming
When was the last time you cleaned your
mattress? Putting it out in the sun does not
count. If the answer is never, it is time you
hired our mattress cleaning service. We
offer mattress steam disinfection and
mattress dry cleaning service.



Our Mattress Cleaning Services remove all the unwanted stains and dust from
your mattress. The high temperature steaming on the mattress kills all the
disease causing germs. Our proper cleaning technique involves dry vacuuming
of the surface level of your mattress making it feel fresh and new again.

Disinfection & Steam Cleaning
Our Steam cleaning service uses high-
end steam cleaners to disinfect your
house from bacteria and bed bugs.
Extremely effective in kitchens, bath-
rooms and living areas, this is specially
preferred by people who have small
children, infants or pets in the house or
by clients who are environment sensitive.

Advantage of Steam Cleaning: l Steam is a natural sanitizer. l Steam cleaning
conserves water. l It’s an allergy free process.

Carpet Cleaning
Tiny dust and dirt particles enter your home even
through the tiniest crack. You may have a  elegant
carpet in your living room to enhance your room’s
appearance; but one drop of chocolate syrup or other
colored substances may ruin their looks in an in-
stant. Your carpet easily and quickly attracts dirt
particles and it becomes challenging to remove the
tough ugly stains. Nothing is impossible for our professionals. With the use of
injection Extraction carpet dry cleaning & Shampooing services, we can remove
all types of stains without dampening the upholstery.

Window Cleaning
Windows let you admire the beauty of the out-
side world and bring fresh air in your home.
However, the dirty windows can significantly
damage your home’s appeal. Your guests may



even question your cleanliness upon looking at the dirty windows. It is hard to
keep the windows clean, as the dust and dirt pass through these openings. It is
even harder to clean the outside of window panes.
We use organic products and cleaning tools to remove toughest of stains, easily.
These products spotlessly clean the glass windows while considering your family’s
health and saving the environment.
We use special water-retention mops that use less water and soap to clean dirty
windows, effectively. We also clean the window-sills and wooden/steel frames
when cleaning the glass windows.
It is not easy to clean the glass windows, as the glass is a fragile object. Our
trained personnel are aware of this fact and they observe maximum caution when
cleaning the glasses. You receive sparkling glasses through professional win-
dow cleaning services with no damage to your property.

Residential Cleaning
Rs. 4-8  Per Sqft

Commercial Cleaning
Rs. 5-8 Per Sqft

Furniture Cleaning &
Shampoo Wash
Rs. 400 Onwards

Move In Move Out Cleaning
Price on Request

Bathroom Cleaning
Price on Request

Kitchen & Owen Cleaning
Price on Request

Restaurant Cleaning
Price on Request

Light Construction &
Renovation Cleaning
Price on Request

Car Interior Cleaning
Rs. 1500 Onwards

Office Chair Cleaning
Rs. 250 Onwards

Matress Cleaning
Rs. 800 Onwards

Carpet Cleaning
Rs. 500 Onwards

Water Tank Cleaning
Rs. 600 Onwards

One Time Deep Cleaning
Rs. 4-8 Per Sqft


